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Abstract
Decision forests are classical models to efficiently make decision on
complex inputs with multiple features. While the global structure of the
trees or forests is public, sensitive information have to be protected during
the evaluation of some client inputs with respect to some server model.
Indeed, the comparison thresholds on the server side may have economical
value while the client inputs might be critical personal data. In addition,
soundness is also important for the receiver. In our case, we will consider
the server to be interested in the outcome of the model evaluation so
that the client should not be able to bias it. In this paper, we propose a
new offline/online protocol between a client and a server with a constant
number of rounds in the online phase, with both privacy and soundness
against malicious clients.

1

Introduction

Over the past years, companies have tremendously increased the amount of data
they collect from their users. These data are often feed to machine learning algorithms in order to turn them into valuable business insights that are used to
develop innovative services. Applications include user authentication, fraud detection in banking systems, recommendation services as well as spam detection.
However, collecting and processing these data raises privacy concerns since they
generally contain sensitive information regarding users. Besides, the models
used to evaluate these data may contain critical business information that also
need to be protected. In this work, we focus on the secure evaluation of decision forests which are a commonly used class of machine learning algorithms.
We consider the case where a client who holds sensitive data interacts with a
1

server who holds a decision forest model in order to jointly evaluate the client
inputs with respect to the server model. Our goal is to ensure that the privacy
of both the client and the server is guaranteed on their respective inputs. We
also investigate the scenario where the client is malicious and intends to bias
the outcome of the protocol.
In order to motivate the design rationale of the proposed protocols, we consider continuous user authentication based on decision forests as an application.
In continuous authentication, users are authenticated using a set of features
that strengthen usual authentication credentials such as passwords or security
tokens. When the user’s identity needs to be validated after some time interval
or after some inactivity, continuous authentication offers a user-friendly experience as it avoids interrupting legitimate users and reduces the number of times
they have to authenticate explicitly. The usual scenario of continuous authentication consists of a server authenticating users based on behavioural biometrics.
A variety of features such as keystroke patterns, swiping gestures and scrolling
duration are collected on the user’s device and sent to the server. The server
then evaluates the client inputs with respect to its model in order to make an
authentication decision. The model is usually generated during a training step
using a dedicated training dataset.

1.1

Related Work

Several approaches have been proposed in order to securely evaluate decision
trees [BPSW07, BFK+ 09, BPTG15, WFNL16, TMZC17, DDH+ 16, TKK19].
However, most of these constructions are either only secure in the honest-butcurious setting or tailored for decision tree evaluation rather than decision forest
evaluation. As such, with the exception of [WFNL16] and [TMZC17] which we
consider hereafter, the aforementioned works can’t be compared to our protocol
meaningfully. Similarly to our protocol, both [WFNL16] and [TMZC17] rely
on Additive Homomorphic Encryption (AHE) and Oblivious Transfers (OT). In
addition, our protocol also uses Garbled Circuits (GC) in the malicious setting.
A major difference between our protocol and existing constructions is that
we rely on the server sending its encrypted model to the client rather than
the client sending its encrypted data to the server. This strongly impacts the
design of our protocol and allows us to introduce a preprocessing phase that
can be performed offline and leveraged later during the online phrase. This is
advantageous for several use-cases such as the continuous authentication one
as it offers a trade-off between the number of rounds required to execute the
protocol and the required bandwidth.
All existing constructions leak some information with respect to the model
structure (i.e. on the server side) whether it be its total number of nodes M ,
the total number of comparison nodes m or the maximal depth δ of the trees.
In our protocol, the client may also learn which features will be used to evaluate
the trees. We consider this as a privacy leak, but as our protocols will have a
complexity independent of the depth of the trees (or more precisely, the length
of the paths down to the leaves), we will be able to add dummy comparisons
2

Table 1: Comparison to state-of-the-art
Scheme
[WFNL16]
[TMZC17]

Rounds

Tools

Honest-but-Curious model
6
AHE+OT
4
AHE+OT

Section 3 (Offline)

0.5

Section 3 (Online)

0.5

[WFNL16]
[TMZC17]

AHE

Malicious model
2
AHE+OT
4
AHE+OT

Section 4 (Offline)

0.5

AHE

Section 4 (Online)

2.5

AHE+GC+OT

Bandwidth
O(m)
O(m)
O(m · δ · 2ν )
O(m · χ · 2ν )
O(P )
O(M )
O(m)
O(m · δ · 2ν )
O(m · χ · 2ν )
O(P )

with dummy features, which will completely hide which are the actually used
features. We thus propose two variants of our protocols in Table 1, without or
with dummy comparisons. They only differ during the offline step as the number
of features in the comparisons impacts the communication and the storage: δ is
the number of real features per path, whereas χ is the number of real and dummy
features. We stress that this modification does not impact the online step of
our protocols: communication only depends on the number P of paths, and not
their length. This thus allows us to use as many dummy features as we want to
hide the trees and the forest structure. This will be a crucial property for the
privacy of the model. In addition, our constructions also feature some leakage
on the client side. When used to evaluate decision forests, our protocol leaks
the number of successful paths within the forest which constitutes a tolerated
leakage in our targeted application. Indeed, it corresponds to the number of
accepting trees which allows to compute a confidence level associated to the
result.
One can note half rounds in our constructions, which mean one-way flows,
from the sender to the recipient. Indeed, most of our schemes are actually noninteractive. Since our goal is to provide the result to the server, in the malicious
setting, we get a 5-flow protocol.

1.2

Contributions

In this paper, we propose several constructions to securely evaluate decision
forests with binary output classes. In our setting, a server evaluates a model M
with respect to some client inputs x and accept or reject the client according to
the evaluation outcome. We consider the server to be honest-but-curious and
describe two protocols that are respectively tailored for honest-but-curious and
malicious clients. As we target applications where the interactions between the
client and the server should be as low as possible, we design two-step protocols in which some part of the computation can be performed offline, and the
communication performed before knowing the inputs of the client.
3

In the honest-but-curious setting, our protocol only requires one flow from
the client to the server to be executed during the online step which outperforms
previous results from the literature. In the malicious setting, our protocol can
be seen as a trade-off between existing constructions with respect to the number of rounds required and the bandwidth cost. However, our protocols leak the
number of trees successfully evaluated within the forest to the server. We consider this as a feature rather than a drawback as we want the server to learn the
outcome of the evaluation in our setting. Indeed, this additional information is
generally used as a confidence score with respect to the evaluation outcome and
is expected to be known in some use-cases such as the continuous authentication
one.
Another contribution is the fact that in our context, we use garbled circuit in
a malicious setting, without any additional techniques compared to the honestbut-curious setting. Thereby, we do not need to use solutions such as Cut &
Choose. Even if this solution has been well studied and optimized [MF06, LP07,
Lin13, LR14, AMPR14, WMK17], this is still an expensive solution requiring ℓ
garbled circuits for statistical security 2−ℓ . In a survey, Dupin et al. [DPB18]
showed that a malicious generator can corrupt a garbled circuit only by adding
NOT-gates or by failure attacks, but we can protect against these attacks in our
context. Indeed, in case of failure attacks, the adversary will likely be rejected,
without learning any information about the thresholds. In the case of wrong
circuit (with additional NOT-gates), we have introduced random inversions of
the outcomes of the paths, and so an attack will reduce to guess all (or most
of) the inversions, which will again likely lead to a reject, without leaking any
information.

1.3

Paper Organization

We present the main tools that will be used to design our secure decision forest
evaluation protocols in Section 2, Then, we describe and analyze our construction in the honest-but-curious setting in Section 3. Eventually, we move to the
malicious setting in Section 4. Performances and results for several applications
are discussed in Section 5.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Decision Tree Learning

Decision tree learning is a discipline used to solve multi-criteria problems that
can be modelled using decision trees. In this paper, we focus on binary classification trees, which are decision trees whose leaves can take two values (the
two output classes). In order to improve the accuracy of the model, one often
considers decision forests (sets of decision trees) where each tree of the forest is
evaluated separately and then aggregated for the final decision.
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Figure 1: Decision tree, Sequences of comparisons, Binary sequences
A decision forest is thus a list of binary decision trees, as one is shown on
Figure 1, on the left part. They can each be converted into a list of comparison
sequences down to accepting leaves (in the center of Figure 1). Each comparison
is between a feature value xi and the threshold value ti from the model: we
thus denote the model M = (P, δ, ν, τ, (ti,j , vi,j )i∈[P ],j∈[δ] ) to represent a binary
decision forest and x = (xi,j )i∈[P ],j∈[δ] the inputs of size ν to be evaluated.
The model M represents P paths of maximal depth δ that can be evaluated
to compute a score in order to determine the output of the evaluation with
respect to some threshold τ on the number of accepted paths (which is equal
to the number of accepting trees). Each path is a series of comparisons, where
the (i, j)-th comparison denotes the comparison of depth j in the i-th path:
namely, the comparison of input xi,j and threshold ti,j . In addition, the boolean
values vi,j are used to determine the comparison operator. Lower or equal (≤)
whenever vi,j = 1 or Strictly greater (>) whenever vi,j = 0. A path is considered
to be accepting if all its comparisons yields to TRUE, otherwise it is rejecting.
And then a tree is accepting if one path is accepting. One can note that in the
sequences extracted from a tree, at most one is accepting. Given some input
x = (xi,j )i∈[P ],j∈[δ] , the number of accepting paths with respect to model M is
denoted by M(x). It then corresponds to the number of accepting trees. Hence,
the outcome of the decision forest evaluation is the Boolean (M(x) ≥ τ ).
More concretely, as shown on Figure 1, if we have a forest with T trees, we
extract all the paths down to accepting leaves, with the successive comparisons
(tj , vj )j . On a given input x, each tree has at most one accepting path, and so at
most T accepting paths in total. Then, we can decide to accept x when at least
T /2 among the P paths (the majority of the trees) are accepting: τ = T /2. We
stress that in this scenario, each path will be considered accepting or rejecting.
But we will just expect at least T /2 accepting paths among P . This will be
enough for our protocol in the honest-but-curious setting: we essentially ignore
rejecting paths.
For the malicious setting, we will consider more complex sequences of comparisons, with a ternary output: accepting, rejecting, or ignoring. This is the
right part of Figure 1: if the last red comparison is reached, a decision is taken,
as accept (+1) or reject (-1), whereas when the last comparison is not reached,
the path will be ignored (0). This way, most of the paths will be ignored, and
exactly one path will be accepting or rejecting, as the global tree would be. We
stress that some ’always true’ or ’always false’ comparisons will have to be added
5

to make the above technique work properly. This is easy to see that the three
ways of representing and evaluating a binary decision tree are equivalent, with
a final outcome ’accept’ or ’reject’. The last one will allow to prevent malicious
behaviours from the client, in order to falsely get accepted.

2.2

Public-Key Encryption

A public-key encryption scheme PKE is defined by three algorithms (KeyGen, Enc, Dec):
• KeyGen(1κ ): with input κ as security parameter, returns a public encryption key pk and a private decryption key sk.
• Enc(pk, m): returns JmK, an encryption of m under the public encryption
key pk
• Dec(sk, JmK): returns m.
Such an encryption scheme should provide secrecy of the message. But as the
encryption key is public, anybody can encrypt any message of its choice. We
thus talk about indistinguishability against chosen-plaintext attacks (IND-CPA).

2.3

Homomorphic Encryption

An Additively Homomorphic Encryption scheme AHE on plaintexts over an additive group of size p (typically, it will be Zp ) is a PKE scheme with two more
algorithms (Add, MultScal):
• Add(pk, Jm1 K, Jm2 K): Given pk and two ciphertexts Jm1 K, Jm2 K, returns
Jm1 K ⊞ Jm2 K = Jm1 + m2 K an encryption of the sum of the plaintexts
under the same public key pk;
• MultScal(pk, JmK, k): Given pk, a ciphertext JmK, and a scalar k ∈ Zp ,
returns k ⊡ JmK = Jk · mK;
Two randomization properties will also be considered:
• Randomize(pk, JmK): Given pk and a ciphertext JmK, returns a different
ciphertext of m. It can be implemented as Add(pk, JmK, Enc(pk, 0));
• MultRand(pk, JmK): Given pk, a ciphertext JmK, returns a ciphertext of
k · m, for a non-zero random k.
Lifted ElGamal Encryption Scheme. ElGamal [ElG84] encryption is a
multiplicative homomorphic encryption scheme. To make it additive, we encode a message as g m . Also, after decryption, we retrieve g m . No discrete
logarithm computation is required as we only check if m belongs to a given
interval [τmin , τmax ], which can be done by checking either g m ∈ {g i }i∈[τmin ,τmax ]
or not.
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• KeyGen(1κ ): Generates a cyclic group G of order p with |p| = κ, with
$

generator g; samples x ← Zp ; returns pk = (G, p, g, h = g x ) and sk = x;
$

• Enc(pk, m): Generates y ← Zp ; computes c1 = g y and c2 = g m ·hy ; returns
JmK = (c1 , c2 );
m
• Dec(sk, JmK = (c1 , c2 )): Computes c2 · c−x
1 = g ;

• Add(pk, Jm1 K = (c11 , c12 ), Jm2 K = (c21 , c22 )): Computes c31 = c11 · c21 and c32 =
c12 · c22 ; returns Jm1 + m2 K = (c31 , c32 );
• MultScal(pk, JmK = (c1 , c2 ), k): Computes c′1 = (c1 )k and c′2 = (c2 )k ;
returns Jk · mK = (c′1 , c′2 );
• Randomize and MultRand are computed thanks to Add and MultScal as
described above.

2.4

Oblivious Transfer

An Oblivious Transfer OT is a two-party protocol between a sender with input
a pair of messages (m0 , m1 ) and a receiver with input a bit b that allows the
receiver to retrieve mb . The receiver should not learn anything about b, while
the receiver should not learn anything about m1−b . A particular family of OT
can be defined as a tuple of algorithms (Encode, Compute, Decode):
• Encode(b): Given a bit b, returns the encoded value eb;

• Compute((m0 , m1 ), eb): Given two messages (m0 , m1 ) and an encoded value
eb, returns the encoding m
e associated to mb ;

• Decode(m):
e Given m,
e returns the message mb .

Security Properties. Two main security notions are expected: the senderprivacy, which hides m1−b to the receiver, and the receiver-privacy, which hides
b to the sender. We will focus on two different cases: receiver-privacy against
a malicious sender; and sender-privacy against an honest-but-curious receiver.
This will be enough for our application to decision trees, where the server (receiver) will be considered honest-but-curious while the client will possibly behave
maliciously (sender).
In particular, Even-Goldreich-Lempel [EGL82] proposed such an efficient
oblivious transfer from any IND-CPA public-key encryption scheme PKE, with
an efficient uniform sampling algorithm in the set of the public keys K. It is
secure against a malicious sender and an honest-but-curious receiver.
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2.5

Garbled Circuits

A Garbled Circuit [Yao86] is a primitive that allows two parties, a generator
and an evaluator, to jointly compute a function over their respective private
inputs. The computation to be performed must be modelled by a Boolean circuit
using logic gates. Hereafter, we only consider AND or XOR logic gates namely
gates with two input bits and one output bit. In the basic form of Garbled
Circuits, for each logic gate, the generator generates a pair of random symmetric
keys (k0 , k1 ) for each input or output bit where k0 and k1 are respectively
associated to the bit values 0 and 1. Each gate can be encoded (or garbled)
using a symmetric encryption scheme by generating four ciphertexts where each
ciphertext encrypts the output key corresponding to one output of the logic
gate under the corresponding input keys. In practice, one can use the pointand-permute [BMR90], free-XOR [KS08] and half-gate [ZRE15] optimizations in
order to reduce the number of ciphertexts, and even avoid the use of symmetric
encryption with only hash functions. Given all the input keys corresponding to
its input bits, the evaluator can recursively get the output key of the last gate
thus retrieving the Boolean circuit outcome.
While the generator knows the input keys corresponding to its input α, and
can then provide them to the evaluator with all the ciphertexts, it does not
know the input β of the evaluator. The input keys corresponding to that input
β are obtained using Oblivious Transfer, between the generator as the sender,
and the evaluator as the receiver. More details can be found in the appendix.

2.6

Secure Equality Test

Our protocol relies on a secure equality test in the malicious client setting. A
garbled circuit testing the equality between two κ-bit values α and β can be
computed by
(α = β) = (α[ℓ] = β[ℓ], ∀ℓ ∈ [κ]) = (α[ℓ] ⊕ β[ℓ] = 0, ∀ℓ ∈ [κ])
!
κ
^
=
(α[ℓ] ⊕ β[ℓ]) = 1
=

ℓ=1
κ
^

(α[ℓ] ⊕ β[ℓ]) = 1

ℓ=1

!

Each equality test requires κ XOR-gates of arity 2 and a global AND-gate
of arity κ, or κ − 1 AND-gates of arity 2. Using the free-XOR and half-gate
optimizations, such an equality test can be computed using 2(κ− 1) ciphertexts.
One may compare hashed values of α and β, of shorter length, at the cost of
possibly false positive cases.

2.7

Zero-Knowledge Proofs

A Zero-Knowledge Proof (ZKP) is a protocol between a prover P , who wants
to prove to a verifier V , that a given statement belongs to a language, with8

out leaking any information about the witness. It can be made non-interactive
(NIZK). Such a proof must be sound, which means that no adversary can generate an acceptable proof when x ∈
/ L, but with negligible probability; and
zero-knowledge, which guarantees zero-leakage about the witness. More details
can be found in the appendix.

3

Honest-but-Curious Client and Server

In this section, we describe a protocol providing secure decision forests evaluation in the case where both the client and the server are honest-but-curious. In
this setting, participants genuinely follow the protocol but may attempt to learn
information from legitimately received messages. The protocol allows to evaluate the client inputs x = (xi,j )i∈[P ],j∈[δ] with respect to the server model represented as binary sequences of comparisons M = (P, δ, ν, τ, (ti,j , vi,j )i∈[P ],j∈[δ] ).
The client should not learn anything on the threshold τ or the comparisons performed by the model which are described using ti,j and vi,j respectively. The
server should not learn anything regarding the client inputs xi,j . Ideally, the
server should only learn the outcome of the evaluation but we tolerate the leakage of the number of paths successfully evaluated by the model so that the server
can make a decision according to the threshold τ on the number of successful
paths. We have already noted this corresponds to the number of accepting trees,
which helps to get a confidence score for the decision.

3.1

Protocol Description

As illustrated on Figure 2, our protocol can be seen as a tuple of algorithms
(KeyGen, EncodeModel, EvaluatePaths, RandomizeScores, EvaluateModel) where
KeyGen, EncodeModel and EvaluateModel are computed by the server while EvaluatePaths and RandomizeScores are computed by the client. The EncodeModel
algorithm is a preprocessing step that returns an encoded model C from the
server secret key sk and the model M. The encoded model C is used along with
the public key pk and client inputs x by the EvaluatePaths algorithm in order to
compute the encoded scores S of each path of the model. Next, these encoded
scores are randomized and permuted by the RandomizeScores algorithm which
e The server ends the protocol by computing
outputs the randomized scores S.
the EvaluateModel algorithm that takes the secret key sk, the randomized scores
e and the threshold τ as inputs and returns the outcome of the evaluation of x
S
with respect to M.
k
During the EncodeModel preprocessing step, a ciphertext Ci,j
is computed
for each comparison node (i, j) of the model (where i is the index of the path
ν
and j the
 depth of the node) and each possible input value k ∈ [2 ] as follows:
AHE.Enc(pk,
1
−
v
)
=
J1
−
v
K
if
k
≤
t
i,j
i,j
i,j
k
Ci,j
=
AHE.Enc(pk, vi,j ) = Jvi,j K
otherwise.
As vi,j = 1 when the expected comparison result is (xi,j ≤ ti,j ) and vi,j = 0
k
otherwise, Ci,j
is a ciphertext of 0 (respectively a ciphertext of 1) whenever
9

the input value k satisfies (respectively does not satisfy) the comparison. One
k
can see that the number of Ci,j
ciphertexts is exponential with respect to ν
but we stress that one only needs a few bits of precision in order to get a
meaningful outcome. This number is thus linear in the number of comparisons
in practice. During the EvaluatePaths step, the client retrieves the ciphertexts
x
Ci,ji,j using its inputs xi,j and uses them to compute the encrypted score JSi K of
each path i. Such scores are ciphertexts of 0 if all the comparisons of the path
are successful and ciphertexts of a non-zero value otherwise. We indeed stress
that the ciphertexts encode the negation of the result of the comparison: 0 if
true and 1 if false. As soon a false comparison happens, the sum Si becomes
non-zero.
The RandomizeScores step guarantees client privacy by randomizing and permuting the encrypted scores JSi K without altering the fact that Si = 0 if the
path i is successful. During the EvaluateModel step, the server decrypts the
randomized scores JSei K in order to retrieve the number of successful paths and
returns the outcome of the model evaluation with respect to the threshold τ .
Client

Server
Offline phase
input: M = (P, δ, ν, τ, (ti,j , vi,j )i∈[P ],j∈[δ] )

pk, C =

k
Ci,j

k∈[2ν ]

i∈[P ],j∈[δ]

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

(pk, sk) = AHE.KeyGen(1κ )
(pk, sk) = KeyGen(1κ )
for i ∈ [1 .. 
P ], for j ∈ [1 .. δ], for k ∈ [0 .. 2ν − 1]:
AHE.Enc(pk, 1 − vi,j ) = J1 − vi,j K if k ≤ ti,j
k
Ci,j
=
AHE.Enc(pk, vi,j ) = Jvi,j K otherwise.
C = EncodeModel(pk, M)

Online phase
input: P, δ, ν, x = (xi,j )i∈[P ],j∈[δ]
for i ∈ [1 .. P ]:
for j ∈ [1 .. δ] :
x
JSi,j K = Ci,ji,j
JSi K = ⊞j JSi,j K
JSK = EvaluatePaths(pk, x, C)
$

π ← SP
for i ∈ [1 .. P ]:
ei K = AHE.MultRand(pk, JSπ(i) K)
JS
e = RandomizeScores(pk, JSK)
JSK

e

JS K =

e



JSi K

i∈[P ]

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
P
ei K) = 0)
S = i (AHE.Dec(sk,
JS

accept if S ≥ τ
result =
reject
otherwise.
e τ)
result = EvaluateModel(sk, JSK,

Figure 2: Secure decision forest evaluation for Honest-but-Curious Client and
Server

3.2

Protocol Security

Correctness and Soundness. The correctness directly follows from the construction of the ciphertexts. If all the comparisons are correct, each Si,j is equal
to 0 and the sum Si is 0 (correctness), otherwise, at least one Si,j equals 1 and
Si does not equal 0 (soundness). After the client randomizes the Si , zeros are
still zeros, while other Si become random values. When decrypting, the server
counts the zeros. The threshold τ is applied for the final decision.
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client-privacy−b
Experiment ExpA
(κ, A):

server-privacy−b
Experiment ExpA
(κ):

1. ((x0 , x1 ), (M, ρ)) ← A.Find()
2. transcript
Execute((xb ), (M, ρ))

1. ((x, ρ), (M0 , M1 )) ← A.Find()
←

3. b′ ← A.Guess(transcript)

2. transcript
Execute((x, ρ), (Mb ))

←

3. b′ ←− A.Guess(transcript)
′

4. if M(x0 ) = M(x1 ) return (b =
b)
otherwise return a random bit

4. if (M0 (x) ≥ τ0 ) = (M1 (x) ≥
τ1 ) return (b′ = b)
otherwise return a random bit

Figure 3: Client-Privacy Security Game (left) and Server-Privacy Security Game
(right), in the Honest-but-Curious Setting

Client Privacy. An honest-but-curious server should not learn any client
secret information, except what it can learn from the outcome: the number of
successful paths (See Figure 3, on the left).
We thus consider an adversary against the privacy of the client: it first
chooses a model M for the server, and two sets of possible inputs (x0 , x1 ) for
the client. It also provides the random tape ρ of the server. The adversary
sees the transcript between a server using M and ρ, and a client using xb for
a random bit b, and it should guess b. There is the natural restriction that
M(x0 ) = M(x1 ). The random tape ρ will be used by the server for encoding
the model M.
For our scheme, the client privacy is provided thanks to the permutation
and randomization of the encrypted scores: from the expected outcome, one
can encrypt the correct number of 0, and the other values are non-zero random
values. One can then randomize and permute them. This is indistinguishable
from the server point of view.
Server Privacy. An honest-but-curious client should not learn any server
secret information, except what it can learn from the outcome namely the accept
or reject decision (See Figure 3, on the right).
Hence, we consider an adversary that chooses some inputs x for the client
and its random tape ρ, but two different models M0 = (P, δ, ν, t0 , v0 , τ0 ) and
M1 = (P, δ, ν, t1 , v1 , τ1 ), with the constraint that evaluating x with respect to
the two models M0 and M1 should produce the same result. The random tape
ρ will be used by the client for randomizing the ciphertexts. The adversary
should then distinguish transcripts involving the two models.
For our scheme, the server’s privacy is provided by the encryption of the
model in C, during the offline phase. The private server’s information are the
thresholds ti,j and the Boolean values vi,j for each comparison as well as the
final threshold τ . One can note that the client learns which feature is used in a
given comparison. This can be avoided by adding dummy comparisons so that
each feature (or many features) is used in every path as discussed previously.
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For the formal proof, as the scheme leaks the number of accepting paths, this
is used by the simulator for the final outcome, without needing the decryption
key. Then, as the decryption key is not known anymore, using IND-CPA, we can
replace all the ciphertexts in the offline phase by encryptions of 0: the client
cannot learn anything anymore.

4

Malicious Client and Honest-but-Curious Server

Unfortunately, a malicious client could trivially bias the outcome of the protocol
described in Figure 2 by setting all the JSei K as encryptions of zeros so that he
will be accepted by the server independently of its inputs. He knows accepting
paths should encrypt 0, he can force that in his unique flow to the server.
In this section, we describe a protocol providing secure decision forests evaluation even if the client behaves maliciously in order to get accepted, while the
server is still honest-but-curious. Our security goals remain unchanged from
Section 3, however the client may now deviate from the protocol to influence
the evaluation outcome. In order to secure our protocol, we add some randomness within the model through the notion of path polarity and rely on secure
equality tests.

4.1

Protocol Description

In order to avoid the above attack, we introduce the notion of path polarity pi :
the client cannot predict anymore the expected outcome of a path. With thus
now use an enriched model M = (P, δ, ν, τ, (ti,j , vi,j , pi )i∈[P ],j∈[δ] ), with ternary
sequences of comparisons (as shown of Figure 1) with a polarity pi . Indeed,
to be able to exploit the polarity, a path should have three possible outcomes:
’accept’, ’reject’, ’ignore’. Then, when a path is positive (pi = 1), according
to the computed value, -1, 0, or +1, it will be ’reject’, ’ignore’, or ’accept’,
respectively; if the path is negative (pi = −1), according to the computed value,
-1, 0, or +1, it will be ’accept’, ’ignore’, or ’reject’, respectively. From a binary
tree, such a path is now the path down to the last node that has two distinct
leaves: on an input x, if it does not reach the last node (some of the comparisons
fails before), one outputs 0, otherwise one outputs -1 or +1, whether the leaf is
rejecting or accepting. A tree of depth δ has at most 2δ−1 such disjoint paths:
an input x must be accepted/rejected by exactly one path only, all the other
paths should output ’ignore’. It is possible to extract such paths from any binary
decision tree, by possibly adding some ’always true’/’always false’ nodes. Such
’always true’/’always false’ comparisons will also be added to hide the actually
used features. This will lead to an impossibility for the malicious client to guess
the outcome of a path from the features used in the comparisons: the client does
not know if the comparison is really exploited, and the client does not know the
polarity and thus whether it should force +1 or -1 to increase the score.
Intuitively, the best attack of the adversary is by guessing the polarity of
the paths to hope to pass the threshold. But as the polarity is random and
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hidden (as no information leaks, as proven later), the sum of the outputs of
a malicious client will follow a binomial distribution with bias 1/2. And the
expected sum is 0. If we set the threshold not too low, the probability to get
accepted is negligible. An alternative is also to add some ’always accepting’
paths, to artificially increase the expected sum of an honest user. With 20 such
paths, we can set τ = 20. Let us thus consider 120 paths with a threshold τ = 20
(with either additional ’always accepting’ paths, or an initially high threshold):
to pass the threshold, one needs 20 correct guesses (probability bounded by
1/106, on exactly 20 non-zero outputs), or at least 70 successes among 120
(probability less than 3%, with random -1/1 outputs). This remains reasonable
with respect to usual accuracy of such models.
To evaluate a path on an input x, with a ternary result, we need different
k
weights in each comparisons: the values encrypted in the Ci,j
will be 1 or 0 for
all the active comparisons except the last node (in red on Figure 1), that will
contain δ or 0, where δ is the length of the paths: if all the comparisons pass,
the sum is 2δ − 1 and corresponds to +1, if all but the last comparison pass,
the sum is δ − 1 and corresponds to -1, all the other cases will lead to a sum
between 0 and δ − 2 or δ and 2δ − 2 and correspond to 0. In the following, we
will show how the conversion of the sum being 2δ − 1, δ − 1, or anything else can
be converted into +1, -1 and 0, respectively, using a verifiable Garbled Circuit.
To make a path with negative polarity, we just invert the comparison in the
last node. The inversion by the server will restore the correct value. We stress
k
have been generated, can be randomly permuted
that the nodes, after the Ci,j
to hide which feature is involved in the final node. Furthermore, we remind that
since the complexity of our protocol will be independent of the length of the
path, any additional comparisons will have no impact to the online phase: we
can use them to hide the real structure of the paths and make random guesses
of path polarities the best attack for the adversary.
Unfortunately, one cannot rely on path permutations anymore to enforce
client privacy once path polarity is used. Indeed, the server needs to know for
which path a score has been computed in order to later involve the correct path
polarity pi . To overcome this issue, we rely on a secure equality test based
on garbled circuits along with an oblivious transfer, to obliviously convert the
above sums between 0 and 2δ − 1 into another ciphertext (under the client key)
of +1, -1 or 0.
Hereafter, we use JmKS (respectively JmKC ) to denote an encryption of m
under the public key of the server (respectively, the client) in order to avoid any
confusion. The client starts by computing the path score ⊞j JSi,j KS as previously
and masks it with a random value αi in order to obtain Jβi KS = Jαi + Si KS . As
(Si = δ − 1) ⇔ (αi + δ − 1 = βi ) and (Si = 2δ − 1) ⇔ (αi + δ − 1 = βi − δ),
the client prepares a garbled circuit testing equality of αi + δ − 1 with βi and
with βi − δ. The server computes βi by decrypting Jβi KS and retrieves the
corresponding circuit inputs using an oblivious transfer, thus allowing it to
evaluate the aforementioned equality tests, where αi + δ − 1 is the common
input from the client, and βi and βi − δ are the inputs from the server. Note
that in our ElGamal setting, one may use g βi instead of βi for the comparisons,
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which avoids the server to compute a discrete logarithm during the decryption.
Each of the outcomes of the garbled circuit is mapped to AHE ciphertexts,
under the client key, either (J−1KC , J+1KC ) or (J+1KC , J−1KC ), according to a
random choice, along with a pair of NIZK proving that those ciphertexts are
actually encryptions of both +1 and −1, without revealing the order.
The first equality test labels output +1 in the positive case and -1 otherwise;
while the second ones output -1 in the positive case and +1 otherwise: the
average of the two values is +1 if the sum is 2δ − 1; -1 if the sum is δ − 1; and
0 otherwise. One can thereafter apply the polarity factor pi to the ciphertext
σi of the above mean, to restore the real encrypted outcome of the path, under
the client key: the server gets, for each path, J+1KC , J0KC , or J−1KC . All the
products pi ⊡ σi P
are summed up into JSΩ KC , initialized to a random value θ.
Hence, SΩ = θ + i Si , where Si ∈ {−1, 0, +1} is the outcome of each path.
The server will ask the client to help in decrypting this ciphertext,
P but after
having applied a random blinding factor ζ ∈ Z∗p , to get back ζ(θ + i Si ). The
server can remove ζ and θ: if the client cheated, the result is random, otherwise
this is the number of accepting trees minus the number of rejecting trees. One
accepts if this number is between the threshold τ and the number T of trees.
In case the client cheats, the probability to be in this window is less than T /p,
which is negligible. Again, we stress that discrete logarithms are not needed to
check the value is in the window, as the latter is small enough. One can deal
with group elements, and not scalars. The global protocol is described in the
appendix.

4.2

Protocol Security

Correctness and Soundness. The correctness follows the above analysis,
where the two equality tests conclude into ciphertexts of -1, +1, or 0, and the
path polarity pi ∈ {−1, 1} is thereafter applied to obtain +1 in the accepting
case, -1 in the rejecting case, and 0 to ignore the path.
Because of the polarity, we prevent the server from a client arbitrarily choosing the outcome of a path. Indeed, in contrast to the honest-but-curious case
where expected paths values were zero, the expected value sent to the server
(the outcome of the garbled circuit) will depend on the path polarity: +1 if the
path has positive polarity, or -1 for the negative polarity, to be an accepting
path. 0 values will lead to ignore the path. The paths cannot all be ignored,
otherwise, there is no change to be above the threshold τ , hence the two extreme attacks presented before: either the client specifically guesses τ values to
be correct, and set all the other to zero (with a success probability bounded
by 2−τ ), or the client tries non-zero values for all the outputs and the success
probability follows a binomial distribution with parameters (P, 1/2), where the
number of successes must be greater than (P + τ )/2.
The garbled circuits will evaluate the initial scores before polarity, and the
unknown polarity bit pi will restore the exact outcome of the path. A malicious
client has no other choice than a random guess of the polarity to fake the output
labels of the garbled circuits. He could cheat with a bad encoding of the circuit
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to bias the output, but only with +1/ − 1 or −1/ + 1 as the output table is
proven to contain encryptions of +1 and −1 with a zero-knowledge proof. But
since the player has no idea about the polarity bit pi , the final outcome for the
path is −1 or +1 with identical probability, if positive and negative polarities
are balanced. Hence, alteration of the result of a path, without knowing the
polarity, will make the sum closer to 0. If the threshold is not too close to 0, the
probability for the adversary to impersonate the user is negligible. Or at least,
the impact of the malicious behaviour of the client on false positive outcome
will be small, compared to initial accuracy of the system (in clear).
Of course, another cheating strategy can be sending a false zero-knowledge
proof or wrong ciphertexts for the garbled circuit gates. This would lead to
failure attacks with a random value in SΩ (enforced in the protocol). Similarly,
−1
an incorrect decryption of JSf
· SΩ − θ,
Ω KC would lead to a random value for ζ
with the detection probability greater than 1 − T /p, which is overwhelming.
This concludes in a reject.
As a consequence, we just have to take care of the accuracy of the model in
the clear, for an honest execution, and we will also have to consider the impact of
malicious behaviours on the false positive decisions, which is the most critical in
the case of continuous authentication. In some other applications, false negative
decisions might be more important to limit (such as for spam detection).
Client Privacy. We are still considering the client privacy against an honestbut-curious server. However, in this protocol, we no longer use permutations,
because of the path polarity. However, from the client privacy of the oblivious
transfers in the garbled circuits, there is no leakage about the αi ’s. Then the
outcome Si of the path is encrypted under the client key, which
P hides it from
the server. Eventually, the server only gets the decryption of i Si , which is
the number of accepting trees, the expected result to obtain the classification
with confidence score.
Server Privacy. Our main goal was the soundness against a malicious client
that would try get falsely accepted. However, this is also important, for our
argument of random guess only of the path polarities as the best attack, to
show that the adversary cannot learn anything that could help him to make
a better guess than at random. Eventually, the client does not get back the
decision, so if all the received information looks random, we have proven server
privacy.
The first messages received by the client are the encryptions of the comparison gates. Under the indistinguishability of the public-key encryption scheme,
they do not leak any information about these gates. Then, the server sends encodings for his inputs βi and βi − δ, which are just keys for the garbled circuit.
This does not reveal any information about them to the client. Eventually, the
client receives the encryption of Sf
Ω , which is randomized by θ and ζ. The latter
is used to avoid the client to increase
P his score after decryption while the former
completely hides the real value of i Si
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As a consequence, the view of the client does not contain any information
about the model, nor the outcome. Of course, the information to be known
to be client is which feature is used in each comparison, in order to use the
appropriate xi,j . But again, because of possible dummy comparisons, and the
random permutations of the comparisons along a path, the client cannot know
which gates are real gates, and which gate is the last critical gate.

5
5.1

Performances and Applications
Storage and Bandwidth Costs

In this section, we describe the storage and bandwidth cost of our protocols.
Let λROT = |b̃| = |OT.Encode(b)|, λSOT = |OT.Compute(b̃)| and λAHE = |JmKS | =
|JmKC |.
Offline Storage Cost. During the offline phase, the server sends C to the
client which requires to store 2ν · δ · P · λAHE bits. Using lifted ElGamal with
Elliptic Curves and p over 256 bits as κ = 128, one has λAHE = 512. With
inputs over ν ∈ [2, . . . , 8] bit, depth δ ∈ [2, . . . , 16], and P ranging from 10 to
100, the storage is between a few KB and a few MB.
Honest-but-Curious Bandwidth Cost. During the online phase, the client
sends P ciphertexts (one for each path score) to the server. Using the lifted
ElGamal AHE, the message sent by the client is of size P · 512 bits (see Table 2).
Malicious Bandwidth Cost. During the online phase, the client sends P
tuples, each formed with a ciphertext of size λAHE as the path score along with
the AND-gate encodings. To reduce communication costs, we use a hash function
on the garbled circuit inputs to be compared, with output length λGC . Thus,
the client will sent λGC − 1 AND-gate encodings, the λGC input labels (where
each label is a hash with size κH ) and the transition table consisting in 4-tuple
with a garbled circuit output label, a ciphertext, and a ZKP.
This results for each path in the following bit-length:
λAHE + κH · 2(λGC − 1) + λGC · κH + 2 · (2κH + λAHE ))
| {z } |
{z
} | {z } |
{z
}
|JSi K|

|Ci |

|IG
αi |

|Ti |

which is 3(λAHE +λGC ·κH )+2κH . With κH = 256, λGC = 64 and λAHE = 512,
the first client’s message can be expressed as 51200P bits, i.e. 6.25 KB per path.
During the oblivious transfers, the server encodes P × |βi | = P · λGC bits. As a
consequence, he sends to the client a message of P ·λGC ·λROT bits. Using classical
ElGamal as PKE in the oblivious transfer, one has λROT = 512 and λSOT = 1024
resulting in a 4 KB long message for each path. The client responds with a
P · λGC · λSOT bit long message corresponding to 8 KB per path. Then, the server
sends the encrypted randomized score to the client who returns the plaintext
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value he retrieves when decrypting. Table 2 shows the total bandwidth cost for
each party in both protocols, according to the number P of paths.
Table 2: Communications During the Online Phase.
50

P
Client
Server
Client
Server

5.2

100
150
Honest-but-Curious
3.13 KB
6.25 KB 9.38 KB
0 bit
Malicious
712.5 KB
1.4 MB
2.1MB
200 KB
400 KB
600KB

200
12.5 KB

2.8MB
800KB

Application to Continuous Authentication and Spam
Filtering

We run our tests in Python with the scikit-learn library, using 75% of the dataset
as the training set and the remaining 25% as the testing set. We optimize the
training with the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit Algorithm [MZ93]: we generate
100 times more trees than expected. We then apply the OMP algorithm on
the global set, such that the outcome is the best linear combination with the
expected number of trees.
We first deal with continuous authentication. We used an internal database
of 20531 samples splitted in 35 profiles built with 222 features. In this context,
low False Positive Rate (FPR) is privileged to low False Negative Rate (FNR),
since it is preferable to ask the client to use a second authentication factor rather
than being impersonated. Moreover, high accuracy for each test is not required,
as multiple tests will amplify the quality. Table 3 shows the mean results ont
the 35 profiles (where, for a given profile, all other profiles are considered as
imposter), depending on the number of paths P and the depth of the model δ,
while ν is set to 6, leading to 64 ciphertexts for each comparison, stored by the

Table 3: Accuracy on our continuous authentication Database
Γ
T
10
25

50%
δ
6
8
6
8
FPR
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01

FPR
0.02
0.01
0.04
0.02

FNR
0.15
0.19
0.13
0.14
60%

FNR
0.23
0.25
0.2
0.24

55%
F1 Score
0.92
0.91
0.92
0.92

F1 Score
0.89
0.88
0.9
0.89

FPR
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
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FPR
0.02
0.01
0.03
0.02

FNR
0.16
0.19
0.15
0.17
65%

FNR
0.23
0.26
0.23
0.26

F1 Score
0.91
0.91
0.92
0.91

F1 Score
0.89
0.88
0.89
0.88

Table 4: Accuracy on the spambase Database
Γ
T
10
25

50%
δ
2
4
2
4
FPR
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02

FPR
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.04

FNR
0.24
0.20
0.24
0.19
60%

FNR
0.24
0.27
0.47
0.23

55%
F1 Score
0.88
0.89
0.88
0.89

F1 Score
0.88
0.87
0.80
0.89

FPR
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01

FPR
0.01
0.04
0.02
0.04

FNR
0.28
0.18
0.25
0.21
65%

FNR
0.45
0.30
0.56
0.34

F1 Score
0.87
0.90
0.88
0.88

F1 Score
0.81
0.86
0.78
0.85

client. Also, we consider several values for the acceptation threshold (Γ) (which
equals 50% by default, for the simple majority).
We compute the FPR and FNR, then the accuracy is defined as the F1score (defined by (1 − FPR)/(1 + (FNR − FPR)/2)). Random decision would lead
to an accuracy of 1/2, and perfect filter should have F1-score equal to 1. We
determine the best accuracy depending on those parameters in Table 3. For the
honest-but-curious security setting, there is no constraint on the threshold, while
against malicious clients, the higher the threshold is, the higher the security level
is against active impersonation attempts.
Secondly, we worked on the spambase database [HRFS99] (with 4601 samples
× 57 features) which determines if an email should be considered as spam or
not. Results are shown in Table 4

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed new constructions to securely evaluate decision
forests with two output classes. As we targeted applications where the interactions between the client and the server should be as low as possible (both
in term of number of rounds and online bandwidth cost), we designed twosteps protocols in which some part of the computation can be performed offline.
This introduces an interesting trade-off between the storage and the number of
rounds during the online step of the protocol.
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A

Auxiliary Material

We first give a few more formal description of some advanced tools, to be used
the global protocol, and then more details about the global security decision
forest evaluation for malicious clients.

A.1

Advanced Primitives

Garbled Circuits From our modeling of them, we can define Garbled Circuits with two algorithms (Generate, Eval), in addition to an OT, as follows:
• Generate(C, α): Given a circuit C and the generator input α, returns:
The ciphertexts corresponding to the gates of C: C
The input labels corresponding to the generator input α: IGα
The input labels IE corresponding to the possible inputs of the evaluator (but not published)
The transition table mapping the output labels with arbitrary values:
T;
• OT Execution: on input IE from the generator (as sender) and the input
β of the evaluator (as receiver), for the latter to receive the input labels
IEβ ;
• Eval(C, IGα , IEβ , T): From the garbled circuit C, input labels {IGα , IEβ } and
transition table T, retrieve Ob ∈ (O0 , O1 ) by evaluating the garbled circuit
C with input labels IGα , IEβ and return the value mapped by Ob in T. If
the garbled circuit evaluation fails (the output value is not in (O0 , O1 ),
return ⊥, as a failure outcome.
The generator should not learn any information about the evaluator input α,
while the evaluator should not learn any information about the generator input
β, except what the result reveals. These privacy notions rely on the privacy of
the OT: with receiver-privacy against a malicious sender, we then get the privacy
of the evaluator against a malicious generator, and with sender-privacy against
an honest-but-curious receiver, we get the privacy of the generator against an
honest-but-curious evaluator. Another important notion is of course the correct
evaluation of the function, a.k.a. the soundness. Since the evaluator is interested
in the correct result, the attack can come from the generator that provides a
wrong encoding of the circuit. A classical technique to avoid incorrect circuits
is based on a costly cut-and-choose. One of our contributions is an efficient
alternative in our particular case.
Zero-Knowledge Proofs A Zero-Knowledge Proof (ZKP) is an interactive
protocol between a prover P , who wants to prove to a verifier V , that a given
statement belongs to a language, without leaking any information about the
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witness. It can be made non-interactiveWe will consider Non-Interactive ZeroKnowledge proofs (NIZK):
• ZKGen(x, L, w) outputs πx , a zero-knowledge proof of the statement (x ∈
L), using the witness w;
• ZKVerify(x, L, πx ) verifies if πx is a correct proof of the statement (x ∈ L).
Return accept if true, reject otherwise;
• ZKSim(x, L) simulates a proof πx of any (possibly false) statement (x ∈ L)
without any witness.
A NIZK requires three properties:
• Completeness: ZKGen always generate an acceptable proof when x ∈ L;
• Soundness: no adversary can generate an acceptable proof when x ∈
/ L,
but with negligible probability;
• Zero-Knowledge: using possibly a different setup, ZKSim(x, L) generates proofs that are indistinguishable to proofs generated by ZKGen(x, L, w),
on valid statements but without the witness.

A.2

Detailed Protocol

In this section we give a detailed description of the protocol in the malicious
client setting. We first describe the steps executed by the server then the
steps done by the client. We recall that JmKS = AHE.Enc(pkS , m) and JmKC =
AHE.Enc(pkC , m).
a) Client steps
input : P, δ, ν, x = (xi,j )i∈[P ],j∈[δ]
roles: GC: Generator , OT: Sender
(pkC , skC ) = AHE.KeyGen(1κ )
(pkC , skC ) = KeyGenC (1κ )
$

for i ∈ [1 .. P ]: αi ← Zp
(Ci , IGαi , IEi , Ti ) ← GC.Generate(pkC , CEQ , αi )
(α, C, IGα , IE , T) = InitializeGC(pkC )
for i ∈ [1 .. P ]:
x
for j ∈ [1 .. δ] :JSi,j KS = Ci,ji,j
Jβi KS = Jαi KS ⊞

⊞j JSi,j KS

JβKS = EvaluatePaths(pkS , x, α, C)
for i ∈ [1 .. P ], for k ∈ [1 .. λAHE ] :
E ← OT.Compute(IE , β
ek )
Ig
i
i
i,k
fE = ComputeOT(IE , β)
e
I
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f
Sf
Ω ← AHE.Dec(skC , JSΩ KC )
fΩ = DecryptScore(skC , JSf
S
Ω KC )

b) Server steps
input: M = (P, δ, ν, τ, (pi , ti,j , vi,j )i∈[P ],j∈[δ] )
roles: GC: Evaluator , OT: Receiver

(pkS , skS ) = AHE.KeyGen(1κ )
(pkS , skS ) = KeyGenS (1κ )
for i ∈ [1 .. P ]: π ← Sδ
for k ∈ [0 ..2ν − 1], for j ∈ [1 .. δ − 1]:
J1 − vi,j KS if k ≤ ti,j
k
Ci,π(j)
=
 Jvi,j KS otherwise.
J((1 + pi )/2 − vi,δ pi ) · δKS if k ≤ ti,j
k
Ci,π(δ)
=
J((1 − pi )/2 + vi,δ pi ) · δKS otherwise.
C = EncodeModel(pkS , M)
for i ∈ [1 .. P ] : βi = AHE.Dec(skS , Jβi KS )
for k ∈ [1 .. λAHE ] : βeik = OT.Encode(βi [k])
βe = EncodeOT(skS , JβKS )
$

θ ← Zp ; JSΩ KC ← JθKC
for i ∈ [1 .. P ] :

E )
for k ∈ [1 .. λAHE ] : IEβ k ← OT.Decode(Ig
i,k
i
if GC.Eval(Ci , IGαi , IEβi , Ti ) =⊥:
$
θ′ ← Zp ; JSΩ KC ← Jθ′ KC
else: ((σ0 , π0 ), (σ1 , π1 )) ← GC.Eval(Ci , IGαi , IEβi , Ti )
if ZKVerify(((σ0 , π0 ), (σ1 , π1 ))) = accept:
JSΩ KC ← JSΩ KC ⊞ (pi ⊡ (σ0 ⊞ σ1 ))
$

else: θ′ ← Zp ; JSΩ KC ← Jθ′ KC
$
ζ ← Z∗p ; JSf
Ω KC ← ζ ⊡ JSΩ KC
G f
E
(JSf
Ω KC , θ, ζ) = ComputeScore(pkC , M, C, I , I , T)
α

S ← ζ −1 · Sf
Ω−θ
if S ∈ [τ, T ] : result = 1; else: result = 0
result = ComputeResult(M, θ, ζ, Sf
Ω)
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c) Protocol

We now describe the protocol execution:
Offline phase
KeyGenS ()
pkS , C

←−−−−−−−−−−−
Online phase

EncodeModel()

KeyGenC ()
InitializeGC()
EvaluatePaths()

ComputeOT()

DecryptScore()

pkC , β, (C,IG
α ,T)

−−−−−−−−−−−→
e
β
←−−−−−−−−−−−
IeE
−−−−−−−−−−−→
f
JS
ΩK
←−−−−−−−−−−−
f
S
Ω
−−−−−−−−−−−→

EncodeOT()

ComputeScore()
ComputeResult()
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